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histories (i593)- Like Greene's Ciceronis Amor, they are cuiiosi-
ties in the history of prose fiction, but less inteiesting than Nash
and Deloney's use of material clumsily appropriated from the
chroniclers or drawn from local tradition. Whilst Lodge was
away in the western hemisphere his tragedy of Roman history,
The Wounds ofCivill War> and the religious play, A LookingGlasse
for London and England, in which Greene was his collaborator,
were both printed (1594). On his return he brought out a medley
of poems, largely satirical, A Fig for Momus (1595), which was
followed the next year by his best romance, A Margarita of America
(1596). This stands apart from most of its class in being a
long story of love, war and intrigue, evidently modelled on the
heroical parts of the Arcadia, but with a tragic instead of a happy
conclusion.
The narrative opens with a martial scene. The armies of Arto-
sogon, Emperor of Cusco, and of Protomachus, King of Mosco,
are drawn up in battle array, and about to fight for the possession
of Mantinea, when an aged man intervenes, and proposes that the
monarchs should make peace by joining the hands of their two
children, Arsadachus, son to Artosogon, and Margarita, daughter
of the king of Mosco. A treaty is thereupon concluded; and
from this point the story runs on in a succession of spectacular
scenes, tournaments and pageants, and slaughters grandiosely
staged, in which Lodge indulges his pictorial bent to the full. He
describes the chamber of the princess in flowery and resplendent
images that recall the Hypnerotomachia, or Sidney in his most
gorgeous word-painting. In general, his style is a mixture of
euphuistic antithesis with the more flexible and poetical diction
of the Arcadia^ the episodes of action punctuated with lyrical
interludes, in the regular pastoral manner.
But Arsadachus is a second Catiline. So irredeemably villainous
is he that Lodge goes so far as to call him "Machiavellian."
Counterfeiting passion for Margarita, he tries to debauch her
lady-in-waiting, Philenia, the betrothed of the knightly Minucius,
and a pattern of the truest love. Repulsed with indignation by
Philenia, he treacherously waylays and assassinates Minucius,
Philenia falling dead in her lover's defence. This pathetic episode
is evidently an attempt to rival the tragic loves of Argalus and

